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Versatility, good design and high comfort, available to anyone, anytime, anywhere. This is the
leading concept from which EVERYis1 has emerged in 2013. Due to very good feedback that
EVERYis1 received, the swivel chair with mesh backrest and cantilever with upholstery has been
extended by EVERYis Chillback. The Chillback version of EVERYis1 is available as a swivel chair,
cantilever and counter chair. All three new chairs are characterized by its slim and elegant backrest
upholstery.

EVERYis1, an uncomplicated chair. It adapts to the user without requiring the user to adjust to the
chair. The tension of the backrest adjusts automatically to different body weights, thanks to its newly
developed autolift mechanism. EVERYis1 is equipped with a minimum number of levers and buttons.
This ensures that the excellent ergonomic and comfort features of EVERYis1 are actually being used.
EVERYis1 offers a great opening angle and therefore provides great comfort and relaxation. A height-
adjustable lumbar support strengthens the back just where it needs supporting the most. EVERYis1
adapts to different work environments and individual sizes thanks to its seat inclination and seat
depth adjustment. The optional 2D or 4D armrest relieve the arms and shoulder tension. 

The office and counter chair combine the strengths of a mesh back with those of conventional
upholsteries. The slim and elastic Multy-Layer structure of the backrest of EVERYis1 Chillback,
supports the body contours in a way that usually only mesh would do. At the same time, it provides
excellent cushioning for comfort and prevents air currents from behind. The EVERYis1 Chillback
cantilever offers great back support thanks to its ergonomically shaped cushion. 

Beside, EVERYis1 comfort it also impresses with its design. EVERYis1 has such a small volume, that it
equally represents lightness and also maintains its clear profile. Its profile reflects independence and
versatility. EVERYis1 combines the simplicity of seating with a variety of design options. The great
selection of upholstery ranges and colours, the different base finishes and the shell which is available
in black or white, offer wide freedom for individual design. 

EVERYis1 was designed by Sven von Boetticher - owner of the Stuttgart-based design studio "id aid".
Boetticher always aims to combine passion with quality and innovation with sustainability - and so it
is with the EVERYis1. This approach has also been acknowledged by the experts. EVERYis1 has been
awarded the international design prize Focus Open 2013 by the Design Centre Stuttgart, and was
finalist in the prestigious FX awards in 2013. 
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EVERYis1 embodies a new simplicity in sitting - intuitive and innovative at the same time. However,
in matters of design, ergonomics, craftsmanship and ecological standards, it is a true Interstuhl.
EVERYis1 stands for good sitting without compromise. EVERYis1 is the entrance into the world of
Interstuhl. 
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